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A CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORY
This history and chronology was prompted by my observations whilst
walking the various foot paths around the Abersoch district.
I realised that one path I was walking along was a tramway, this led to the
remains of some stonework and a Cornish engine house which confronted me
at Penrhyn Du. The spoil heaps and openings of mine shafts intrigued me and
I set about finding out more.
A search through the local libraries did not reveal much information,
and although Mr C Lewis’s book “The lead mines of Wales” on the history of
lead mining is itself a mine of information, such as there was about Abersoch
and District is scant and spread about the book. Several authors also mention
the mines in passing and although books on the slate quarries and copper mines
exist, there appears to be no story of the mines at Penrhyn Du. Abersoch.
It is in an attempt to redress the balance that I have sought to compile
this booklet. I have tried to assemble such information which is spread around
various publications and couple this with whatever information I could glean
from the archives, and attempt to put it into a chronological order.
One of the principal problems which I have encountered has been trying
to distinguish between the varying names given to the same mines and the fact
that the Vaynol estates and the estates of Lord Penrhyn also share the same area
as the Marquis of Anglesey. In many instances the Vaynol Estates hold land in
lifetime lease. and also one from the other, the problem is further compounded
by the fact that many commentaries use a regional context for the mines, Penrhyn
Du: as opposed to the title of the actual mine, Western, Assheton, Tan y Bwlch,
for example.
I have begun this story with a brief history of events which give a
background to the development of the mining industry and it relevance to the
lead mines in our area, it is not meant to be a definitive work. I leave that to
better qualified and more able people than myself
Peter Masters,
Gwynedd.
1998
©armchairhistory 1998
Since writing this Rob Vernon and John Bennett ave
published a very detailed account of the mines in their book
‘Metal Mines of Llanengan ‘
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As previously stated my own researches were prompted by my
observations of mining relics seen when walking the local footpaths around
Abersoch and Penrhyn Du.
A long trawl of books, articles and archive material was made, but when it
became apparent how little was actually recorded about the mines I set about
a preliminary survey and with the kind assistance of my new friend the late
Wilf Ryan ,we photographed as much as possible of such that remained .
Those photographs formed the basis of a talk, the Lead Mines of
Penrhyn Du., which was in the form of a walk around some of the remains,
illustrated by in excess of seventy slides. Starting at Sarn farm, the cutting
with its wide and level track-bed marked the route of the old tramway. As we
travelled along the tramway route, the incorporation of the track into the
modern landscape was noticeable, initially as road, later as bridle way and
then footpath.
Many people would hardly notice the spoil heaps and other signs of
mining as they have become part of paths, golfing greens or merely masked
by undergrowth.
Hidden by bushes on the site of the old Tan-y-bwlch mine was part of a
retaining wall and a back-garden wall included a section of the base of a once
towering chimney !
Old O.S or other plans reveal sites of workings now destroyed, levelled or
materially altered for the benefit of visitors. One example of such obliteration
are the granite columns and plinths of what was probably a water wheel
support, circa 1790 -1880, recently demolished now covered over by an
overgrown heap of builders waste.
A detour took us up the hill at Porth Tocyn to see some open mine
shafts, and from that vantage point could be seen the engine tower house and
across an expanse of dead ground a distant hillside betrayed the position of
Penrhyn Du. lead mine itself.
Continuing along the path, we traced the old boundary between two
estates, those of two powerful landowners, Assheton Smith and the Marquis
of Anglesey.
Passing evidence of building remains, we arrived at Penrhyn Du. with the
remains of its engine house, open mine shafts and even evidence of mediaeval
scrape trenches.
The talk concluded by continuing along the old tramway through rock
cuttings to its old terminus at the old lifeboat house, on the point of Penrhyn
Du. itself.
Sadly the majority of the remains of the important lead mining industry
and its benefit to the local economy and community has been all but lost .
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The desire to “improve” the look of the area, the concern for “safety
“and the complete disregard for any history and heritage which may have
remained have combined to destroy most of the lead mine sites .
Whilst this had been a long gradual process, it seems to have accelerated
at such a rapid pace that some sites have all but disappeared since we
photographed them in 1996/97. and it almost became a race against time to
see who would get their first us or “them”
Sadly little now remains of the Deucoth mine site, the Tan Y Bwch
site, the Pant Gwyn site the Bwlch Tocyn site or the Jones site, having been
levelled and earthed over for caravans, levelled for golfing ,or the improved
roadway, Picnic areas, the bridle way or just somewhere to dump the detritus
of modern living.
We have but a scant trace of the toil and effort which went into creating these
mines except for a few names attached to the mine shafts themselves Tackler‘s
,Cloud, Cameron, the Lemon shaft ,Jones and Western shafts.
How many visitors that have ever been to the little bay called Porth
Bach (Sixpenny bay) have seen the drainage adit coming from the corner,
tucked away as it is
behind an outcrop of rock
?
It is scarcely possible to
crawl in and yet that very
tunnel goes straight to
and below the tower
house some several hundred yards away and a
very good many fathoms
down, will we ever know
©armchairhistory
who it was who dug that
tunnel, through solid rock
a century or more ago ?
It is perhaps ironic that Edmund Hyde Hall 1809/11 commented on
his visit to Abersoch, that the area was so remote and unknown that he doubted
that it had scarce seen an outside visitor. But within his sight would have been
an extensive mining industry and yet so little remains of that thriving industry,
whilst conversely in the Gwydyr Valley near Conwy, nearer to civilisation
than here on the Llyn a whole mining complex complete with buildings and
machines which was found abandoned in the woods is now open as a visitor
centre !
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BACKGROUND
Of all the mining activities lead and its associated ores and minerals have probably
had the most chequered history. Vast fortunes have been made and quickly lost in
the search for and the extraction of this base metal.
It has long been known that silver can be extracted from lead or that silver
deposits sit comfortably with lead (& copper) in the same vein.
The silver content can vary from as little as 1/2 % to as high as 26% depending
upon the quality and type of ore.
The method of silver extraction was, for many centuries by “Cupellation”
a method used from before the Romans to the 18th, cent, when the Belgian Furnace
(a modified glass furnace) was itself modified and called the Reverberating Furnace
The system of identifying and working the vein did not materially alter for
several centuries and any changes in the industry were largely due to the introduction
of “engines” which were used to drain the mines and raise the ore from the deep
pits.
Discovery of the lead minerals was often due to a chance find through soil
wash, landslip, or ploughing or an observation of soil colouration and dry areas,
and occasionally the shine on the patches of ground which became visible during
heavy frosts.Or the appearance of barren patches on the hillside due to the “vapours”
which destroyed vegetation,
The system of mining was called the Roman way and is described by
Agricola, a 16th cent German mining engineer, in his writing “De Re Metalica”:A trench was dug along the seam and was followed along the lode down into the
ground. This trench was about 100 yards long & 20 yards wide and 18 inches deep,
it was often called the sun vein, it being a generally held belief that the best minerals
were to be found on the side of the hill that was exposed to the suns beneficial rays.
Sometimes the mine could be driven into the side of the hill as an adit.
The principal method of extraction was by hammer and wedge, If difficult
obstructions were found, they would be removed by fire setting, putting a fire under
the stone and pouring water onto the hot stone causing it to crack, some times a
mixture of water and vinegar was used. Another method was to put lime into a crack
then wet it causing the lime to expand and split the rock.
It was generally believed that the deeper the mine the poorer the ore quality
would be, since it would be further from the suns rays. It was also believed that if
a seam was left fallow for some years it would somehow regenerate itself and this
was supported by the discovery of new veins in old workings.
The methods described by Agricola were still widely used 300 years later,
the rate of progress & change being very slow. Although gunpowder was used by
the Germans in 1670 and it was recorded being used in Wales 1671, it was not in
general use until 1740.
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HISTORY
Following the departure of the Roman Legions the working of mines in
general fell into a parlous state and were worked sporadically over the centuries
until the reign of Elizabeth the Ist., when it was decided to try and establish a native
copper & brass industry especially for the production of cannon etc. and in 1564 a
charter was granted to the German mining family of Hochstetter, to search for copper.
It was the discovery of argentiferous copper in Northumbria, which led to a challenge
to the Crown over the right of access, exploration and extraction on private land.
The Judges ruled that the Crown (ELIZABETH) had the right to grant charters to
search for minerals in all the lands of her subjects & that if a metaliferous ore
contained silver or gold in sufficient quantities to cover the cost of extraction and
refining then that mine would become A MINE ROYAL. In order to see that this
ruling went unchallenged on 28 May 1568 a charter was incorporated forming “
The Society Of Mines Royal “ This society was to become a form of Mafioso and
scourge of both landowner & mine owners alike, denying any right to exploit the
mine on private land and then selling leases to the highest bidder or third parties.
This system lead to eventual stagnation of development and progress.
Following a successful challenge here in Wales the act was effectively
repealed, this released to the landowner the right to work their own mines, but any
bullion extracted was to be turned into coin and sold to the royal mint and on 8
February 1693 the Mines Royal were privatised !
A new company was now formed ‘The Company of Mine Adventurers’
who had 23 mines in England and 12 in Wales. 20.000 bonds or shares were floated
on the market at £5 each. With a lottery for 700 benefit bonds to share in the profits,
plus a guaranteed sale price. £25,490 was raised on the first day of issue ! and the
prize draw was held on the 8th March 1699. Predictably most of the mines were
unable to meet the outrageous claims made for the quantities and quality of ore, nor
make any profit. It was to try and meet the exaggerated claims that improvements
had to be sought, and this lead to the introduction of drainage adits, drainage pumps
and forced ventilation and the development of deep shaft techniques and later blasting
and crushing stamps.
In August 1758 at the Fairchance mine Aberystwyth an engine, variously
called a pressure engine or pillar engine was installed, its weight was 15 1/2 tons
and was of such immense bulk that the local horse teams could not move it and
extra teams had to brought in to transport the engine to the site. The engine was
eventually erected at the mine by a Mr Cole, but he proved to be “unsatisfactory”
and was replaced by another engineer who was recruited to sort out the problems
which they were encountering with the engine, but he absconded ! because he found
the area and the life so hard. Eventually the engine was installed and after sorting
out its many problems it was put into operation and performed its duties thoroughly.
The importance of good pumps can be realised when we see that when this
same pump was out of action for just 12 hours, the water level rose 30 feet and took
4 days to pump it down with a resulting loss of output.
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PENRHYN DU
The lead mines which are under review are in the parish of LLanengan
and are located on the headland which overlooks Abersoch bay, this area was
owned during the 17th & 18th centuries both singly and jointly by the Herberts
of Powys Castle Montgomeryshire and the Bagnalls, Baylys. and Padgets of Plas
Newydd. Anglesey, later to become the Estate of the Marquis of Anglesey, also
holding lands in the area was the Vaynol (Faenol) Estate and much of their land
adjoined that of PLas Newydd. It is in the later stages of the mining activities we
begin to find some confusion of identity and this is compounded by occasional
joint ventures by both estates, and that some of the managers and supervisors work
on both estates but for different leases & mine owners .
The mining for lead and other ores on the peninsula at Penrhyn Du is
believed to date back to at least the Roman period, or earlier, and whilst little
evidence for this can be offered (some Roman Artefacts are known from excavations
on St. Tudwals Island) The fact that EDWARD I granted a charter for the mineral
rights at Penrhyn Du to the Monks of Cymer Abbey in 1284 in recompense for
the war damage they had suffered, shows that knowledge of the ores and presumably
the mines not only existed at this time but, were being worked. The monks of
Cymmer also had iron workings at Dolgellau (there are references to other mines
in the south of Wales c1069).
It is often the case that where a mine exists or was known to exist in the
early Medieval period it is a continuance of practises from antiquity
The Records are silent now until 1637 when Thomas Bushel, a mine
adventurer, friend and secretary to Francis Bacon, was asked by King, Charles I,
to inspect and report on the prospects for Welsh Mines. In his report of that year
Bushel states “That at Pottherly [sic] there is a vein which has never been wrought
though known about these twenty years”
Thomas Bushel is credited with advancing mining in Wales by his
discovery of smelting both hard & soft ores together, the one acting as a flux for
the other, this had the dual benefit of not only making the smelting of hard ores
easier but also increased the yield. He was also instrumental in introducing the
drainage level and the adit to great effect. He was an entrepreneur of the highest
order and personally held the leases to many mines in Wales to such an extent that
in 1642, he had permission to MINT silver at Aberystwyth,
He was reputed to have had an output of £40,000 of silver from Cardiganshire.
(The average yield of silver from lead in the UK is about 1/2% against 2 1/2% in
Spain)
Due to the serious shortage of labour locally Bushell Petitioned the Crown
for permission to allow him to impress labour for his mines, as had Sir Hughe
Middleton in 1625.
Permission was granted and in 1640 some 27 condemned men had their sentences
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commuted to 5 years hard labour mining in Wales! These men were sent by the
Assize judge from Norfolk.
A reference in 1656 indicates that mining was started on the Herbert Lands
in Caernarfonshire. Penrhyn Du being their only holding in the County and in Feb.
1661 a Roger Birkenhead was in charge of “Cousin Bagnall’s lead mines. These
are probably the mines which Thomas Fuller in a comment of 1662 described as
being the best in all Wales “So near the sea they can cast their ore directly onto
the ship” The Parish register of Llanengan for that year shows 70 miners working
at Penrhyn Du.
Roger Birkenhead was replaced in 1668. And in that year the Manager of
the mines was one Mark Anthony and he details some of the difficulties he was
having in a letter to his employers. Lord Herbert of Cherbury & his Partner a
Mr Bagnall ." 80 tons Have been sold for £420 and the money disbursed to the
miners and the country folk for commodities and supplies some debts going back
18 months. But some of the ore remains in the store house awaiting shipping
( A sale of 50 tons of Smytham and a shipment of 20 tons of Ore are also refereed
to but are still awaiting payment ) But he adds “The best works are drowned and
will have to be cleared before mining can resume”
The joint working of the mines by the Plas-Newydd -Powys estates was
given over to adventurers. Henry Archibald of Lichfield and Richard Myddleton
a merchant from London acquired a lease June 9th 1671 [ but no records exist as
to their activities at Penrhyn Du.]
[ A rental note 1696 for the Vaynol (Faenol ) Estate records John & Thomas
Wheldon holding lands in the Llanengan Parish and another note makes oblique
reference to Mr Wheldon having been mining there some time before 1630 this is
the first indication of mining on the land of the Vaynol estate].
The next mention of the mines at Penrhyn Du appears in a report dated
1716 “The old works done heretofore in Penrhyn Du lay north east from the sea
which is now 30 fathoms deep. the levels of the water course brought up from the
full sea mark ***********(illegible comment on lease) and now may be brought
up, but it is necessary to clean the old works. at a probable expense of £300, and
a further £200 in making the new Heads.. The old works having decayed for the
last 20 years, the bottom of the pits have a good ore being 3/4 of a Yard broad &
1/2 yard deep but the bottom of the pits is not known as the works are again flooded
due to their not being worked properly, .....
also to the fact that Mr Bagnall would not grant any Lease in his Lifetime. He being
deceased the property is now in the power of Edwards / Baylys. There is reputed
good Ore from a foot to a half a yard.”
( After survey trials Edward's fled and left the men unpaid).
In the summer of 1732 the Plas-Newydd and Powys estates considered
another joint venture to work the mines themselves and they agreed to an initial
expense of £500 and in 1733 Hugh Evans (Miner) was dispatched to Cardiganshire
to purchase tools and equipment and by the 19th Sept. 1734 some £780 had been
spent.
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Work was now proceeding on two shafts under the direction of a Mr Barker, with
an output of 28 tons 3 cwt. of ore, 10 tons waste sold to Mr Barker for £359 14s
and 20 tons of waste ore awaiting sale.
It was estimated that a further £1000 investment was required to make
the mine viable and on the advice of Hugh Evans and Robert Jones it was decided
to try and lease the mines off.
The Penrhyn Du Mines begin to show some promise again after
considerable expenditure by Christopher Butler in 1734.
James Griffith took a lease on Penrhyn Du 21 June 1736 and reputedly
spent £600 on an “engine” to drain the mine. The records show that he shipped
over 288 tons of ore between October 1736 and August 1737 plus 15 tons lost when
the “Amelia” went down.Their manager John Paynter was replaced in 1748 by
John Roose* (A friend and colleague of Paytner) but later in that year Lewis Morris
reported in his survey “The mines are once again flooded” he also adds that “ A
good dry harbour for small vessels might be made by running a stone pier
northwards from Penrhyn Point” he further states that “Penrhyn Du Lead mine
hath been worked to good profit formerly, it now lies under water but is recoverable
with a good engine”
It was about this time that discussions were being held by the Vaynol estate
and the Plas Newydd -Powys estates with a view to joint exploration. that a
satisfactory system of drainage should be found, and that a new partnership should
be formed.
John Cartwright of Ashton Under Lyne is the next adventurer on the
scene, with a lease on the Vaynol Estate Jan. 1759 and another on the Plas Newydd
estate shortly after with a 21 year lease from 29 Sept. 1761 ( £10 p.a for the Penrhyn
Du Farm) and was to engage 4 miners and spend £200 in the first two years
opening up the old pits, making good The Old Water Wheel and setting up two
Stampers as near the mouth of the old level as high water would allow.
But he only managed to raise and sell 10 tons of ore for £70 & 50 tons of
waste @ £4 to £6 per ton and surrendered his lease in 1763 for £140 compensation
to Messrs Roe & Co. of Macclesfield (& later Conwy ) who tried to drain and
work the mines, their retrospective lease required them to employ no less than 10
miners and to drive the mine 10 yards deeper. Jonathan Roose* was put in charge,
and operating two ‘Whimseys’ they raised about 155 tons of good ore plus various
amounts of other material, potters, white ore and waste, but by 1766 having
succeeded in raising only a further 19 tons of ore they departed, claiming to have
spent over £800 in the first year alone.
Messr Roes formerly surrendered the lease on 18 Dec. 1768 but were
accused of illegally removing equipment, including some of that previously installed
by Grifith in 1736.
John Cartwright now reappears on the scene [it is possible that he only
relinquished one of his leases] and designed a 30’ water wheel to be set up as near
the lower level as high water would permit. The estimate for this was £2000, a later
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detailed estimate by a local millwright one Henry Parry was for £637.8.4d
including all the accessories, but there is little evidence that this was ever built !
Later in 1768 John Cartwright and three others having erected an engine
? managed to obtain 39 tons of ore. An attempt was made in the 1770s, using a
Boulton and Watt steam engine to drain the workings but, in the words of Pennant
‘the expenses proved superior to the profits’. In 1769 John Cartwright died and
the lease was recalled, whence it was then reissued to John Western (who had
been a Co.- lease with Cartwright ) and one Thomas Western.
Lease : 24 June 1769. Western to give up the lease assigned to John Cartwright
deceased .
: Lord Powis & Sir Nicholas Bayley grant a new lease to John Western
of Lambeth, Benjamin Barraclough of Gloucester, William Moore, Physic also of
Gloucester & William John Kemitt. dated Michaelmas. 1769 for 21 years, with
liberty for tenants £10 per annum for the farm,
Royalties of 12/- per ton for the ore (lead ) when made merchant able and in the
bin, and 10/- all other ores. They are obliged to build a machine and lay out no less
than £1000. in the one year, to sink a shaft 20 fathom deeper than the deepest shaft
and with at least 20 miners employed. They are also to employ a working banker,
not from Caernarfonshire, or Anglesey. And not connected with Mining. If the
output does not net £50 per anm. then a dead rent is set at £100 for the mines:
Hugh Ellis an Attorney from Caernarfon was called in, in 1775 as [Thomas]
Western had decamped owing money, leaving his poor wife to face the many
creditors including £41.10s to Lewis Peters, Mariner and a number of local people,
who were plundering the site for recompense of the £240 which was variously owed
to the miners, smiths, carters, local farmers and other local suppliers.
And in a report by a Powys agent concerned about the rent arrears he states that
“the Mines Are silent and have been for some time”.
It was in 1779 that a contract was agreed with Boulton and Watt for the
construction of a Steam Engine ,with a 27ins Piston to pump out the water. . The
construction was to prove a long and protracted saga with the engine finally being
finished Aug 1780. In the ‘Premiun List’ of Sept 1782 it is shown as working but
in need of repair.
John Western seems to have managed to keep possession of the mine and in
March of 1789 he shipped out 18 tons of ore But In Nov 1789 Weston remarks
that “ I think that the Engine will soon be destined for a coal mine and unless I
find things strangely altered for the best ,this will take place in the spring”
According to the records of the Vaynol estate there was no mining activity
on their holdings for the year 1799
In the late eighteenth century, Evans mapped a small cluster of houses near the
mines, east of Marchros.
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The Antiquarian writer Hyde-Hall refers to the abandoned old Lead mines
in his survey of 1809-11 and also refer to the tower’s abandoned state !
In The year 1822 a lease was granted to Messrs Jones & Wilding of
Anglesey for Penrhyn Du at £25 Pa & 1/16 royalty.
The Williams Family of Gwenap Cornwall, a mining dynasty who held over 12
different leases in Wales, moved into the Area in 1830 and although they were a
very efficient organisation and in spite of bringing Cornish men into the mines, the
high cost of maintenance here and the slump in prices the mines closed again by
1839.
There are just five lead miners and two miners widows listed in 1861
A new owner now appears on the scene, John Taylor, who is considered
to be the most ablest miner of the century and in 1869 after an outlay of £11,000
on draining and exploration in the area, good workable lodes were found at St.
Tudwals ( Assheton mines?) in the same year of 1869 the Vaynol estate leased
land at Bwlch Tocyn to John Thomas Campbell on a 34 year lease at £25 per
rent
We now learn of the excitement at the discovery of a good vein in copy
of the Caernarfon & District Herald of 1870
Extract
:” The old Penrhyn mines when worked gave employment to hundreds of poor
people, and it may be stated that in so isolated a portion of the County the boom
was of immense value. For about the last 20 years however little has been done
with the mines and the towering chimney stacks and old engine house almost alone
remain to tell the tale of happier and palmier days. But within a few months fresh
courage has been shown at that place. Treasures the value of which none dare to
calculate yet remain. Since midsummer last 1869 property from which, sources a
few years ago, were considered worthless, have now been granted to comparatively
poor men. one of whom sold his interest a few months ago (July) for £6,800, and
that property is now represented on the London stock exchange for £114,000 and
discovery has also been made at the Assheton (formerly old Penrhyn Du) which is
valued at £60,000 and here it may be remarked is employment for many of the poor
, probably within a few years many such mines will be at work, which will lead to
a similar result as that which is enjoyed by Aberystwyth, where within a radius of
about 14 miles pays about £12000 per year.:
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December 26 1873. John Frazer leased from William Duff Assheton
Smith (Vaynol estate) a life tenant. 42 acres on a 3 year lease (option for 21 years)
for £12 p,a & 1/16 royalty. £12 dead rent.
1875 . Lease to John Williams. :Ditto.
# Profitable discoveries were made at Llanengan between 1870 & 1892 and of the
20,000 tons produced in the area 9000 tons came from the Tan Y Bwlch. mine
Slaters directory of 1880 lists three mining companies for Abersoch, The
Assheton : the West Asheton. : & The Tan y Bwlch. But they were all closed
by 1886 In 1882 the total output for the whole county was down to 2000 tons
of which 70% came from Llanengan. By 1881 there were approx 112 miners in
the area, the number of mine labourers is unknown
We move now to 21 December 1909 and the granting of a lease From
Sir Charles Garden Assheton Smith (nephew & Heir to Duff Assheton Smith) to
a David Roberts for just £5 pa rent 1/24 royalty & £20 dead rent . By 1914 the
output was down to a mere 57 tons of lead & blende for the whole of Caernarfonshire.
The Hon. Walter Warwick Vivian, agent of the Vaynol estate. Acting for
Sir Charles Garden Assheton Smith Deceased : 24 Sept. 1914. grants a new lease
to a John Cunningham for two years at £15 Pa. rent.
On the 16th. March 1915 Cunningham complains that he is not in receipt of the
lease, The local Pwllheli solicitor points out that although the lease is slow in
coming there is no objection to him taking possession and working the mine. After
further correspondence the lease is marked in default.
The last recorded output was in 1930 at just 5 tons.

Lead mining in the 19 th, cent, opened with some action but due to high
costs of production and the low market value (almost zero by 1830) mining rapidly
declined, a resurgence in the economy and demand for lead in 1850 gave a sudden
boost to output but this was short lived and the industry suffered further collapse
and by 1878 only those mines which were able to produce Zinc or Blende survived
into the 20th century.
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Critique
When we look at the report in the Caernarfon & Denbigh Herald we
see some discrepancy's in the story , the 1870 article reports finds of new
discoveries of lead ore at Assheton mine formerly old Penrhyn Du, and we
know from the records that in the very year of discovery 1869, a lease was
granted by the Vaynol estate to Thomas Campbell to open a new mine, We
have a precise location for this on the map supplied with the lease. (X586)
also the lands leased were held on a lifetime lease by Assheton-Smith (Vaynol)
and this is certainly not the location of the Penrhyn Du mine.
The miner John Taylor spent £11,000 on exploration & drainage and
had a major discovery in 1869. of good workable lodes at Penrhyn Du ,(
Marquis of Anglesey land) since he was already in possession of the leases by
this time he would hardly need to buy land since his lease covered a considerable
estate. In the same year 1869 the Vaynol estate leased further land to Pickering,
(x....) but this was at Porth Ceriad which although in the vicinity is not even
adjacent to the known Lode at Penrhyn Du. The boundaries of the lease also
make it quite clear that the surrounding land is also “owned” by the Vaynol
Estate.
A further enigma is that when we look at the plans for the mines shafts
dated 1846 & 1854 we see that the shafts that are shown are all readily
identifiable and there are no traces of any additional shafts from this or a later
date, this implies that the new discoveries were made under ground by changing
the direction or the depth of the levels and galleries
The property which was previously worthless and sold for £6,800 in
July along with the “packet” mentioned earlier must have been shares or stock
bonds. since all the available lands have been accounted for. Apparently the
workings of John Taylor were at St. Tudwals or Assheton mines, this does not
agree with the fact that the mine shafts at Penrhyn Du are shown to be inside
the boundary of the lands of the Marquis of Anglesey.
A more likely candidate is The Tan y Bwlch mine which is stated to
have had an output around 9000 tons at this time, other sources reveal that a
E, Lloyd Roberts sold some “property” for a small fortune .”A packet “ listed
at £5200. which 8 months later is said to employing 200 miners.
Other candidates are the Deucoch mine and the Pant Gwyn mine.
This is a good example of the confusion which can arise when the name Penrhyn
Du is used, for whilst theTan y Bwlch mine is located at Penrhyn Du it is not
The Penrhyn du mine
Are we looking at a find in the area (Llanengan say) or a specific mine of that
title ?
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The Lemon shaft
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Some Mine
Shafts at Penrhyn Du

Whim shafts
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SOME ASSHETON MINERS
When I set out to study the local lead mines, one of my objectives was to try and
identify the people who worked there and made up the local community .
The year of 1881 was a census year and the returns for this area show us the Joseph
Garland was the mine manager at this time and was living with his family at the
"Assheton Office"
Also at this address was Thomas Bwyzo : mine agent, both of these men came from
Cornwall as did the majority of the mining families living in Cornish Row. Altogether
there were forty seven people in residences here, with 14 of the families coming
from Cornwall .1 from Devon and 3 from Montgomery. John Piper and Thomas
Hanke are given as "Engine Drivers"
Although it is possible to break down the indices for the Abersoch and Llanengan
parishes and identify most the lead miners and their families in the district, it is only
possible to be specific about the miners at Cornish row since this was a dwelling
site on the actual Assheton Mine site itself. Many of the other miners listed could
be working in Llanengan at the Tan Rallt site or other sites nearby.
It is interesting to observe from the census how many of the local people were also
working in the mines.
Our principle interest though is in the lead miners at the Penrhyn Du site and the
majority of those workers lived at “ Cornish row” this site is now occupied by a
large new bungalow . But in 1881 the little row of dwellings housed no less than 8
families and lodgers a total of 47 people.
Thomas Penaluna aged 27 was from Cornwall and he married a local girl
called Elizabeth from Llanengan and they had two children, Thomas aged 2 and
Evan John aged 3 months.
John Martin aged 36 was from Camborne in Cornwall he is listed as a
Copper miner, widower, he had four children aged between nine and two , The elder
three, John 9, Bertha 7 and Elizabeth Mary 5 were born in Cornwall and George
Henry 2 was born in Llanengan..
Robert Jones 30 and his wife Hannah 29 were from Amlwch their daughters
Hannah 6 and Ellen 3 were born in Asheton , Lancashire but their son Robert , age1
was born locally in Llanengan.
George Cook 46 his wife Mary Anne 42 and his family all came from
Marazion in Cornwall his sons George H 21 , John E 19 and William 14 were also
Lead miners but their daughter Mary 15 was a scholar .
From Montgomery as were David Tudor 33 and his family Anne 29. Humphrey
12, Evan 9 , Caradog 7 Lewis 4 and Hannah 2 . Their lodger was Lewis Meredith
25 .
Also from Montgomery, [Darowen ] was Hugh Jones 29 and Sarah 31 and their
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children Sarah Anne 8 Issac 6 John 3 and their Lodger John Hughes 21 .
Richard Cary 53 came from Hartland ,Devon he has no wife listed but
the children Elizabeth Ann 2,1a cook and John 14 a lead dresser are from Landigloes
,Cornwall . there are three lodgers living in the household William Plkington and
John Jones lead miners and John Piper Lead mine Engine Driver .
William Carton 66 his wife Sarah and Daughter Martha Anne 15 are from
Cornwall also resident is their grandaughter 8 from Cardigan.
Nanny Hooper 59 is a widow and five of her children , James 22, Helen
19, Reginald 16 Frederick 12, and and Henry 9, were all born in Cornwall but 5
yr old Alfred was born in Llanegan
Another Engine Driver was Thomas Batten Hanke 56 his wife Elizabeth 52 their
nephew John 11 and Lodger John White 21 are all from Cormwall
Meanwhile at the Assheton mine Thomas Bwyzo 44 is listed as Mine Agent [Lead
mines ] Also registered at the Mine are George Cross 56 and Richard James 21
and wife Lydia 24
Living at the Assehton Office are a much travelled family.
Joseph Garland 41 from St Agnes, Cornwall, England . Manager of
Kutalififerous Mines, his wife Matilda Mary 41 from Lewbienchard, Devon,and their
family and household . Children Frederick Joseph 10 , born Rheinbruthaer Klrussh,
Prussia. Tillie Louise 9, and Charles H.D, 7, born Limberg Nassan, Germany. Clara
Winnifred ,4 born Oberbruchern Nr Bonn (BS), Germany, Mary Beatrice 3,
Gunnislake, Cornwall, England .His Mother In Law. Mary Davey [W] 72, Milton
Abbot, and their nephew Horace William Garland.10 London, Middlesex, England
Anne E. Graves 19 , Styomp, Nottingham, England, Governess, Margaret, Ellis
Llanllyfni, Caernarvon, Wales, Domestic Servant
We can see how Cornwall was a prime location for theses miners , the areas from
which they came were well known for their Tin Mines and it was their expertise in
mining techniques which made the Cornish miners much sought after
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The Cornish Engine Tower. Dorathea

The Cornish Engine Tower. Penryh Du
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The Dynamite Store. Penryh Du
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Estate Map
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Possibly the oldest surviving Boulton and Watt engine house.
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MACHINES & MECHANISMS
.
With the arrival of the Cornish miners in the area and especially the William's of
Gwenap, There was a Cornish look to the skyline in the shape of the engine tower
at Penrhyn Du and at Llanengan we begin to see a change in the mining techniques
and the distinctive tall chimney and smelting flues.
The absence of records make it difficult to accurately date the building of the engine
house however it may be possible to come close, by speculation based upon known
dates for the introduction and development for the various engines and the changes
of ownership & management and the known expenditures which were associated
with these changes. We can say with certainty that the engine house existed at the
time of the plans (XAMP2) 1846, since the engine shaft is shown and it is commented
that the Whin shaft draws water to assist the engine. It is also shown on the plan
(XAMPl) 1854.
The engine tower at Penrhyn du appears to be of the house built style, that is to say
that the engine was built into the fabric of the tower this type of engine was usually
manufactured locally by a millwright using imported cylinders .
We know that Christopher Butler made considerable expense in 1734. And later
in 1768 John Cartwright & Co. erected an engine, possibly a Waterwheel driven
pillar engine within the shaft.
A contract was agreed between Boulton and Watt and the ‘Western Group’ for the
construction of a Steam Engine ,with a 27ins Piston to pump out the water. In 1779
Plans were drawn up The construction was finished Aug 1780. But in the ‘Premiun
List’ of Sept 1782 it is shown as working but in need of repair. It is possible that
Taylor had the engine transferred to another mine , but since this was a “house built
engine” it would have been considerably costly and unlikely to have been a viable
proposition. Hyde Hall refers to the towers abandoned state in 1808-11
John Taylor [1869] is credited with draining and exploring the mines at a cost of
£11,000 The tower house at Penrhyn Du shows evidence of reconstruction,
principally at the front of the tower and internally, which could indicate that the
Boulton and Watt engine was removed and the building altered to take the improved
‘Cornish’ engine of Richard Trevithick A crucial factor is that the engine of
Trevithick was far more efficient with substantial savings in running costs and
tremendous output was by now widely available.
Shortly after the death of Newcomen, James Watt patented the separate condenser,
this and other technical changes gave the opportunity to operate with increased
efficiency to the engine .
The next stage in the development of the engine was a substantial increase in the
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steam pressure. This was achieved by Trevithick with a radical new design of
engine which was free standing on a cast iron A frame. Originally the engine and
haystack boiler was built into the tower, if this was ripped out and this new engine
installed, considerable changes would be made to the building, this again seems to
be evident at the front of the building and is revealed in the blocked lower opening
of the beam platform when the trammel rod seem to have been replaced by parallel
motion pantograph beam and the window blocked. The boiler was enlarged and
housed in the new separate boiler house. This engine could have been made by
Harvey of Hale.
All the engines operated a beam which was centrally pivoted and connected to a
rod driven, plunger style pump, whose function was to raise water from the sump
pit to the drainage adit
Engines: One of the principal problems is that any form of motive power is usually
referred to as an “Engine”, be it a water wheel driven rag & chain pump, a simple
piston and plunger pump known as a pillar engine or if more sophisticated a beam
engine.
We need firstly to look briefly at the history of the development of the steam engine
in order to establish a chronology of development, which will help us to place
Penrhyn Du in context.
The earliest form of steam engine was by Capt. De Savery c1695 this was a simple
cylinder with a piston which was expanded by steam pressure and a rapidly cooled
by pouring cold water over the outside of the cylinder this caused a vacuum which
pulled back the piston, this was in fact the working stroke. This was a very basic
engine and at best could only raise Water 25- 28 feet .
Around the time of De Savery, Thomas Newcomen in Cornwall was also working
on a steam engine, but he was restricted by the fact that De Savery held all the
patents for fire engines, as they were known .
Following the death of De Savery, Newcomen launched his engine in 1712. This
engine was a considerable improvement and was widely used throughout Europe
as well as the UK. and proved to be the standard engine for some 50 years until
about 1762 .
This engine also used low pressure steam to expand the piston for one cycle, but
by closely controlling the spray of water, a more rapid cooling of the steam was
achieved and a subsequent faster contraction by vacuum of the piston .
This was achieved by injecting the cooling water directly into the cylinder, and by
linking the injection system to the moving beam, he was able to time the injection
to the best possible position of the ascending piston .
Newcomen was also credited with the invention of the Haystack Boiler (diag, 1)
which was originally made of copper with a lead top, this was redesigned in 1725
and made of wrought iron (diag 2)
The Newcomen engine was built integrally into the fabric of the engine tower house
(diag 3). [house built ]
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A typical cost for a house built engine c 1733 would be £843, of which some £150
would be for the cylinder, usually made of brass and with a hand polished bore .
The Newcomen house built engine with a single beam working a plunger pump via
flat links, became the standard throughout the mining industries for pumping and
raising water .
We now see a further important development of the steam engine by James Watt in
1773 who revised and radically altered the beam by introducing the parallel motion
and pantograph mechanism. and the steam condenser, separating it from the cylinder,
this had the dual effect of improving efficiency and reducing running costs, coal
consumption fell by up to 1/3. This was of vital importance to areas like Cornwall
who had to import all their fuel, which was the same situation found here at Penrhyn
Du.
James Watt the Scottish engineer in conjunction with the engineer Boulton founded
Boulton & Watt and between 1773 & 1800 built 114 engines in the UK. and virtually
replaced all the Newcomen engines in Cornwall. The tower house appears to be No
35.
Richard Trevithick had been working upon a high pressure steam engine for some
time but was constrained by the fact that Watt was totally opposed to the use of high
pressures and as he held all the then patents for steam engines, blocked any progress.
Following the death of James Watt in 1819, Trevithick was able to introduce his
radical new design of 1812. This engine was separated from the boiler, and mounted
upon a cast iron A frame and run with a new design of boiler, A long cylindrical
shape with a fire box at one end and the fire tubes passing through the length of the
boiler, this arrangement substantially increased the water temperature and the
subsequent pressure, The increased pressure acted upon the piston and drove it along,
which meant that the piston now did useful work on both strokes.
The introduction of a Trevithick engine would have meant a major reconstruction
to the house built towers, to rip out the old haystack boilers and engines and level
the floor to anchor the ” A” Frame, along with a new separate boiler house .
These engines were usually built by Harveys & Hale Co. 1860 -1870

Some typical outputs for the various engines
As calculated by ‘Leans Engine Reporter ‘ giving a ’Duty ’ of engines which
measured the number of pounds of water , raised one foot high by using one bushel
of coal
Newcomen engine : 6 million Ft/lbs @ 10 .p.s.i per 84 lb. of coal (1 bushel )
Watt engine : 20 million Ft/lbs @ 10-20 .p.s.i per 84 lb. of coal (1 bushel )
Trevithick engine ; 125 million Ft/lbs @ 50 .p.s.i per 84 lb. of coal (1 bushel )
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The remains of some wooden drains possibly from the Buddling floor
SH322261
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Proposed Tramway by . Incompleted. Bridge

Note
John Paynter From Derbyshire is an interesting character. described as scheming and a man with social
ambitions , he was appointed manager to the Penrhyn estate 1736/ 1744 but left under a cloud having
been accused of not keeping proper records of accounts and in 1748 he was replaced by John Roose *.
We next meet John Paynter at Cwmswlog mine 1748 as the manager for William Cobbet .
We now see an interesting shift as Lewis Morris, [Mines Superintendent] himself comes under
investigation from the Treasury for Account discrepancies as some 1516 tons of ore were missing at
an estimated value of circa £2910-£3680.
Under the influence of Lord Powis, John Paynter was appointed as Auditor and although he appears to
be initially favourable towards Lewis Morris he subsequently presents an unfavourable report and Morris
was Dismissed as superintendent .
John Paynter was Appointed mines superintendent in his stead in 1756. Paynter was then appointed
manager at Esgair myn in 1757 owned by Lord Powis and where Lewis Morris was an overseer / Partner.
Paynter was appointed Magistrate in 1760
We also see many references to John Paynter in the management of several copper mines in Snowdonia
along with his friend John Roose *.
John Paynter died 1772 and his family were recorded living nearby in 1773 .
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THE TRAMWAY .
The records of the Vaynol estate reveal that tramways were being built for the
transportation of slate from 1824. : Dinorwig 1828, Padarn 1841-2 these were
constructed by a solicitor from Bangor who was actively engaged in tramway
construction in north Wales. They were generally of 4ft 11,1/2in gauge .These
tramways were privately owned and run. Track time was leased to the various mines
and quarries for the transportation of their goods
An inspection of the ordnance survey map dated 1840 shows no evidence of any
tramway. Circa 1850 construction was started by David Williams of Castell
Deudraeth although this was given up unfinished by 1853. we can see the tramway
is recorded on the lease map of 1854
There is scant evidence that any track was actually laid on the first half of the
tramway running from Tan-yr-Orsedd (302270) to Sarn Bach
Labelled ‘The St Tudwals Iron Ore Co’ The line of the tramway started at Deucoch
quarry and ends at Penrhyn Du. The remains of the tramway are considerable and
extant and yet disappear from view from the road crossing at Sarn Farm. From this
point the Cutting is very apparent and in excellent condition and the track bed is
obvious, leading to the sea. After the tramway crosses the road it gives way to a
causeway across the marsh and then along an embankment section, Further on
considerable blasting had to take place through the rock, near the point in order
effect yet another cutting and on to the “old pile pier “
Most of the tramway from the cutting onwards has been consolidated into
a road by tarmac or compacted to create a bridle path.
From Sarn farm back to the quarry on the hill at Deucoch the tramway is
more enigmatic since it appears to snake through the farm yard to the road and then
cross into the field opposite where it peter's out. At this point there appears to be an
attempt to make a bridge and the earthworks are still visible, although quite how
the connection to the tramway was to be achieved given the rate of elevation required
is uncertain.
There is only a scant line and
a small crop mark suggesting
the tramways route and
direction. As the line retreats
it proceeds towards a road
bridge. This is a curiously
large bridge with no apparent
water course nearby for it to
cover, and if it were a
causeway across a gully, the
(SH365268)
actual culvert entrance is too
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The Tramway Cutting . Sarn Farm

well made for a mere stream and would appear to be too substantial, more like a
tunnel, as if it was the intention for the tramway to pass under the bridge, rather than
proceed over it as would suggest.
As the line continued across the meadow it would reach the roadway past the Quarry
and return upwards and turn in to the quarry .
The fact that there are no visible remains of the tramway from the quarry
down to Sarn farm would suggest that this section of the tramway was never
completed, only its survey line and level laid out.
It would seem very strange that a substantial piece of earthworks and levelling could
have been ploughed out in so short a time especially as this land is / was pasture and
not plough land.
The tramway passes through and very close to several of the mine sites
along its route and it would seem more probable and profitable that the tramway was
used by these mines as there could hardly have been sufficient traffic from the quarry
alone to justify the cost of construction. There is no evidence that any track was
actually laid on the first half of the tramway running from Tan-yr-Orsedd (302270)
The Sale notice of 1893 list 40 tons of tram rails.
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WORKING CONDITIONS
The work was very arduous in damp, cramped conditions and showed
no signs of improvement in working conditions for two centuries !
A climb up a 60 foot ladder at the end of a 8 to 10 hour shift was
exhausting enough, to then have to sleep “Box & Cox” in a barracks style
accommodation and generally with little or no drying facilities provided, could
give rise to very unhealthy living conditions .
Furthermore the people were. exploited by unscrupulous employers like
Mr Ball, through their “ Tommy Shops “ and with “Truck” by which men were
given tokens in exchange for their labour and these were exchanged for goods
and provisions in the masters shop at vastly inflated prices .
There is on record in the accounts of one mine , the itemised charges to
the miners which shows that out of a piece rate contract, which earned the miners
£3.15.9d
And after deductions for tools, provisions, candles, gunpowder, absenteeism and
other sundry charges, the miners were left with just 3/- (shillings) in cash.
Profits often exceeded 50% on Tommy shop goods and were in many
cases more profitable that the actual mining itself.
There was also a long history of delays in payment of wages, in one case
as long as twenty weeks .
After much agitation from the miners and the railway navies and other
workers Parliament acted to give protection for all factory workers in “the Truck
Act” of 1831. Unfortunately the railway workers who were amongst the worst
affected had to wait another year before they and the miners were included in the
Act.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF PAY & WAGES FOR THE YEAR 1736
Miners 17/- per week [£81.25] , Labourers 6d -8d per day.
Masons , Sawyers, & Carpenters 13d - 14d per day [ £.3.17 ]
Blacksmiths 8/- per week [£38.25 ]
“Top pumps “ 9/- per week [£43 ]
”Lower pumps “ 7/- per week [£33.50]
In 1750 piecework or “bargains” , paid subsistence at 9/- per week
then ”made up” every three weeks. A poor compensation for unproductive
periods when often very little ore would come out, only the “deads”
At one mine after three months work a group of miners on a“
Bargain” were £16 [ £1505] in debt to the company and their pay was
suspended until the debt was cleared .
In 1900 the average wage for a miner was 15/- per week [£42.50 ] and for
labourers 12/- [ £34.00]
In 1914 the pay was 30/- and 16/- respectfully
Historic money values
Although cost of living indexes have only been kept since 1914 . A
study by Phelps Brown -Hopkins of the price of consumer goods in southern
England have been accepted .
"A long shot at comparing prices but ...it is doubted if any better shot could
be made " Douglas Jay.

The conversion to today’s prices
For the year 1750
17/- = £81.25 : 9/- = £43 : 8/- = £38.25 : 7/- = £33.50
6d =32.35 : 8d = £.3.17 : 13d = £5.10
£16 debt = £1505
For the year 1900
15/- = £42.50 : 12/- = £34.00
For the year 1910
15/- = £85.00 : 12/- = £45.00
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The mine entrance Bwlch Tocyn
The Caernarvon and Denbigh Herald reported the following fatalities
THREE MEN DROWNED AT ‘THE PANT GWYN ‘MINE, ABERSOCH.
Last Tuesday evening a most serious fatal accident took place at the Pant Gwyn
Lead Mine, Abersoch, the property of Mr.Gundry #.
There are two shafts at the mine, the old and the new.
There were three men working at the bottom of’ the new one on Tuesday when
water suddenly burst in upon them from the old shaft, and drowned the three.
By Wednesday, there were between 30 and 40 fathoms of water in the submerged
shaft. As there are no engines strong enough at the mine to pump the water out, it
will he necessary to connect the engines of the other mines before the shaft can he
cleared, and even by this combined means it is feared that the water cannot be
removed for at least five or six weeks.
The names of’ the unfortunate men who were drowned are John Davies, Bay View
Terrace, Abersoch (a wife and five children); William Ellis, Abersoch (a wife and
three children) and Owen Jones, Trwynygarreg, Llanengan (a wife and four children).
Quite a gloom has been cast over the usually quiet village of Abersoch by this
deplorable accident

According to the 1881 census : Thomas Gundry 51 Managing Director Lead mine ,was lodging at Plas Sarn, Abersoch.
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Messrs Wheatly Kirk,Price And GoultyTO ENGINEERS,
IRONFOUNDERS,COPPER AND LEAD MINERS,
BROKERS AND OTHERS.
Wheatly Kirk,Price And Goulty are instructed to SELL BY
AUCTION in detail, the whole of the Mining .Pumping and
other PLANT and MACHINERY.at the Copper and Lead
Mines known as "Port Nigel" "Daugoch""Pantgwyn"
Tanybwlch" "Bwlch Tocyn" and "Asheton" Mines,Abersoch
near Pwllheli,North Wales.Upon the said premises on
WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY and FRIDAY the 14th,15th,and
16th days of JUNE 1893. commencing each day at 11,30.a.m
The catalouge will include:Two 60 inch Cornish Pumping Engines.
One 50 inch Ditto

Ditto

One 40 inch Ditto

Ditto

Two 36 inch Ditto

Ditto and

Several Sets of Pumps and Gearing beloning to thereto.
Ten Horizontal and Two double -cylinder Portable Engines,
as gearded for Winding and other purposes
Six Pit head frames
Eighteen Lancashire and Cornish Boilers
Sifting,Washing,Lifting, and Converyor Plant.
Shafting ,Gearing ,timber Work.Floors, Galvanised Sheds.
Forty tons of Tram Rails. About 100 tons of Cast Iron Pipes
Trucks,Bar Iron,Smithy Tools
Most of the plant and Machinery was
sold By Wheatly,Kirk,Price and Goulty
Auctioneers,in 1893
This advertisement from the Mining
World Journal gives some details of
the range of equipment being sold
{Nat Lib Wales }

About ? tons of Cast and Wrought Iron Scrap &c
For further particulars see caalouge . to be obtained on
application from the Auctioneers,Albert Square.Manchester:
and 40 Queen Victoria Street ,London E.C
n.b Previous to the Sales arrangments for the transfer of the
sevearl leases on advantageous terms can be made , For this
purpose early application should be made to the
auctioneers/Telegrams: "Indecator,Manchester"
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The workers at Pantgwyn mine c1890. . According to a description accompanying
the photograph “the women of the neighbourhood worked in the shed where the
lead ore was washed”. The lead was carried to the beach by local farmers, then
small ships took the loads to smelting works at Mostyn and Chester”.
National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth photographic collection reference Ml 162
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The Vaynol estate

The estate consisted of some 70.000 acres of north Wales on a line from
Rhyd du to Pen y Pass. and a considerable numbers of acres which were leased in
perpetuity, many of which were in the Abersoch area
Some indication of the wealth of the estate is to be seen in the £30.000 per
annum profits from the Dinorwig slate mines at a time when the average wage was
10/- per week (50p) !! by today's figures this would be £1.287,000 profit against
£21.45 a week wages. [1860 index factor 42.9]
The original holders to the Vaynol lands were the William’s, the land was
acquired by the crown and it was subsequently alienated from the crown by King
William III in 1699.
The Vaynol estate consisted of the manors of Dinorwig, Vaynol, and
various other parcels and estates in the parishes of Caernarfon and on Anglesey.
The lands were acquired by John Smith of Tadworth in Surrey ( John Smith was
the speaker of the house of commons) and the estate subsequently passed into the
hands of Thomas Assheton who was a relative and who appended Smith to his
name in 1774. and became Thomas Assheton-Smith [1] When he died in 1812 the
estate then passed to his namesake Thomas Assheton- Smith [2] 1776 -1858 who
was keen on the use of steam and had his own steam yacht and several steam ships
which were used for transporting slate [ he was a pioneer in the use of the screw
propeller ]
He died without issue and the estate passed to his sisters grandson George
William Duff Assheton-Smith aged 11 years. The estate was administered in trust
until he came of age in 1869. He married the daughter of the Stanhope -Jones and
their only son Garden Assheton-Smith died 1914 .
The estate was subsequently broken up and sold of in parcels often to the
sitting tenants .
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